
SESSIONM | LOYALTY LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT

Loyalty isn’t just about 
retaining customers and 
decreasing churn -- it’s 
about creating a two-way 
relationship with your 
customers. SessionM offers 
a full suite of technology 
and services to deliver a 
customized end-to-end 
loyalty marketing solution.  

With a 360-degree view of 
your customer, implement 
an agile loyalty management 
strategy to create a highly 
motivational and tailored 
loyalty program that drives 
incremental high-value 
behaviors, frequency and 
spend with an incentivized 
program based on individual 
behaviors. 

LOYALTY LIFECYCLE 
MANAGEMENT

STATUS + TIERING
Define key milestones and behavior change barriers by 
integrating status and tiering technology to reward customers 
with different point multipliers or specific rewards for each tier 
to motivate long term loyalty and deepen engagement. Add 
up to five different tier systems to test which level benefits, 
maintenance and requirements engages and motivates your 
customers to maintain status within your program. When a 
customer reaches a new tier, dynamically trigger a message 
to welcome him and encourage him to take advantage of 
the additional benefits.  Or if a customer is showing a high 
propensity to churn from a tier towards the end of the month, 
trigger a personalized message encouraging the person to take 
steps to maintain her current tier level.

REWARDS + OFFERS 
Delivering attainable, meaningful and hyper-relevant content 
is a greater challenge than ever before. Manage a customized 
rewards redemption catalog by reward type, such as electronic 
gift cards, promotional codes, physical merchandise, contest 
entries and charitable donations. Use our anti-fraud controls 
like SMS verifications or allow customers to instantly redeem 
rewards. Generate unique, single-use promo codes (P1712-7153-
QWSR) to acquire new customers or create multi-use, vanity 
promo codes (FALL2016) to retain your best customers. 

POINTS MANAGEMENT
Natively integrate a single point solution across mobile 
apps or websites to create a seamless experience. Link 
points and awards to predefined behaviors like purchase 
recognition or usage frequency, or non-transactional 
earning opportunities like birthdays, app launches or 
program enrollment. Configure currency, point and earning 
frequency caps, point values, point and rewards expiration 
periods within a single dashboard 

LOYALTY ANALYTICS + REPORTING
Access a dashboard to view audience composition, website or 
app interaction data, retention and churn metrics, status and tiers 
reporting and other key performance indicators that are relevant 
to your loyalty program to your loyalty program. Quantitatively 
determine which customers are the best ones by examining 
recency, frequency and spend metrics to develop models around 
category affinity, propensity to churn and estimated lifetime value 
for future optimizations and offers. View a snapshot member 
statement to understand how customers are earning and 
burning points and what offers resonate with your audience and 


